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Introduction by Gottlieb Guntern 

 

If anyone alive today could be classified as a "media hybrid," it certainly would be Paul Scott Makela.  

Born in 1960 into a modest farmtown family in St. Paul, Minnesota, he managed to overcome a 

speech impediment and a poor rural education to make the most of his hyperactive childhood and 

wonderful, loving parents.  He succeeded beautifully.  The ups and downs of his younger years are 

mirrored by the unique and sometimes troubling products of his remarkable talent to "...grab a chunk 

of experience and have that bleed off all edges."  A self-styled cyberpunk, he is equally at home with 

the technologies of design, music and video and is increasingly merging all three. 

 

His teenage years travelling the country in a fervent pentecostal rock band left their musical imprint, 

which surfaced recently in his latest assignment:  Design Director for Michael Jackson's futuristic music 

video, ScreaM!  And Audioafterbirth, his "post-industrial soul music ensemble," is working on its second 

release on Emigre Music. 

 

When Makela obtained his BS for undergraduate studies in Political Science from the University of 

Minnesota in 1982, he hadn't quite hit upon his vocational track.  A BFA (Bachelor of Fine Arts) from 

the Minneapolis College of Art + Design in 1984 brought him closer to home; it was at this point that 

he discovered the Mac, becoming one of the first designers to use the computer in his art.  Just 24, 

he was invited to teach at the world famous California Institute of the Arts (CalArts) and Otis Art 

Institute, an experience which proved most important to him before he went on to post-graduate 

studies.  With his MFA in graphic design from the Cranbrook Academy of Art in Bloomfield Hills, 

Michigan two years later, he was ready to go... and hasn't stopped since.  

 

From Los Angeles to New York, from London to Taiwan to Tokyo, his striking creations reflect his ability 

to combine hacker technology with cyberpunk fiction and anti-hero philosophies to generate 

images, sounds and typography never seen or heard until now.  His well-known 1990 poster, 

Cranbrook Design: The New Discourse, depicts a screaming orange cerebellum above a melting 

machinists tool: a welding of the creative organic and the analytical inorganic, humanity and 

technology - the polar extremes of his personal concerns. 
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P. Scott Makela has also widely lectured, from Oslo to Rio de Janeiro to Amsterdam, and from New 

York to his L.A. base.  He has been teaching at the Otis Art institute in L.A., the California Institute of 

the Arts, the University of Osaka and the Minneapolis College of Art for several years.  His imagination 

and experience have been crowned with numerous awards including the New York Art Directors 

Club Award, the annual awards of International Design in 1991 and 1994, and the Sony International 

Electronics Design Award, to name a few. 

 

Today Makela is back in Minneapolis, where he sums up his passions as "The 'Gap' between my 

fleeting thoughts where the non-linguistic and non-judgmental lie ... simply meditation, 'wakefulness' 

and ultimate abandon This is where the 'valve' of my creativity lies." 

 

 


